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Abstract 

 K-8 students in an elective filmmaking class at a public charter school worked in 

production teams to construct a single, collaborative film. An analysis of their production 

process, particularly one focal interaction, reveals complex understandings of media production, 

particularly in the ways film is a product of its history of production and that history is not the 

same for all involved. Highlighting the rich opportunities the production of multimodal texts, 

particularly film, provides for students, I argue for the dedicated inclusion of these practices in 

an elementary space as well as for an expanding understanding of the competencies of 

elementary students in regards to multimodal production.  
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“There’s Nothing That Booms”: Tensions of Collaborative Media Production  

Introduction: From Many Minds, One Film 

 Students filled the floor in front of the projection screen, a mass of approximately forty 

small bodies softly munching on popcorn and chatting with their neighbors as they waited for the 

film to start. Six weeks previous, the nine students seated in chairs near the back of the meeting 

area had begun work on their film, The Misadventures of Chili, and were wringing their hands, 

anxious for the start of the film. My laptop’s initial desktop screen, wheezing under the heavy 

layers of data in the resulting film, flickered onto the projected screen. “It’s going to start,” a 

student shouted and the cacophony of chatter mixed with the metallic sound of popcorn chewing 

dinned. The laptop loaded the full film and the opening credits began to roll as another adult in 

the room dimmed the lights. The student producers exhaled, all eyes transfixed on the screen, 

where they stayed for the next thirteen minutes. It was the first time in six weeks, I realized, that 

they had all been silent while in the same room. I also noticed I felt a little lighter.   

 The muted sounds of forty children softly munching on popcorn was a welcome sound 

after nearly six weeks of production, a period of time marked, for me, by the anxiety created by 

production schedules, the management of technological equipment, and the complex 

collaboration of nine children and one adult who came to the movie production process with 

individual identities, goals, and conceptions of what the movie would become. We were a group 

thrown together by happenstance, yet, despite our sometimes oppositional creative impulses, had 

created a thirteen-minute short film that, while not technically stunning, showcased our abilities 

as scriptwriters, camera people, and producers of our own media.   
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From Page to Screen, One Author to Many   

The rapid progression and increasing economy of technology have provoked a most 

remarkable shift in the proliferation of communication channels available to the population at 

large (Cope & Kalantzis, 2000). Film, for instance, had been restricted to those individuals who 

either possessed the financial capital to purchase or rent the required equipment or the social 

capital to borrow such items (Buckingham, Willet, & Pini, 2011). It is now possible to shoot, 

edit, and present a full film using nothing more than one’s smartphone, a near-ubiquitous piece 

of equipment in contemporary life (Willet, 2009). Furthermore, YouTube and other video 

hosting services allow users to easily upload, store, and share their creations, with over 72 hours 

of video uploaded to the site every minute, three hours of which are uploaded from mobile 

devices every minute (YouTube.com, 2012). 

  The purpose of this article is to explore the process of production that these nine children 

and I experienced as we encountered tensions in our attempt to undertake a multimodal project 

within a historically print-centric space (Wohlwend, 2010), creating power differentials the 

students and I had to negotiate. It is, as Vivian Paley explains, something of a morality tale: this 

“story, like anyone else’s story, is a morality tale. You do not share your experiences without the 

belief that there are lessons that have to be learned” (Paley, 1989). These “lessons” lie at the 

intersections of a process of textual production that is complicated and, as Black (2000) reminds 

us, is not democratic. They are lessons about traversing through tension-filled conversations, 

about the ways in which adults and children interact as they work toward common goals. Above 

all, this article is about the already complex work of children producing film, given added 

complexity by layering technology onto the process. It is not a “gratifying story of workshop 
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life” (Lensmire, 1994) but about how collaborative media production is inherently dialogic, 

power-laden, and intensely social.  

While this is not a particularly new insight into collaborative media production, there 

continues to be little research in regards to the “moment-to-moment discourse young people use 

to produce original media” (Soep, 2006). Historically, media production with youth has 

emphasized self-expression (Campbell, Hoey, & Perlman, 2001; Podkalicka & Campbell, 2010; 

Soep, 2006) under the assumption that the manifestation of an “authentic” voice conveyed 

through media would constitute an emancipatory act (Trend, 1997) for the young producer. 

Work by Ranker (2007, 2008a, & 2008b) and Halverson (2010) view the process of digital 

media-making as one potential venue for significant identity work. Ranker, for instance, engaged 

in a seven-month long case study of digital media production with eight fifth-grade students and 

their language arts teacher. Digital media production was a site for inquiry work, as students 

participated in “engaging, motivating, and intellectually challenging opportunities to use print 

and produce meanings in diverse and multifaceted ways” (Ranker, 2007, p. 77). Through the 

process of researching their self-selected topics, the students were able to develop critical 

research skills as well as experience the process of creating a digital multimodal text. Through 

the use of a video editor, the students encountered “decisions about the overall sequence and the 

ordering of each image, which represented a new literacy practice with a highly visual 

dimension” (Ranker, 2007, p. 80). Throughout the course of the project, students also engaged in 

Internet research and, due to the nature of their inquiries, were able to draw upon their cultural 

identities in the pursuit of their guiding inquiries, affording them a way to leverage their 

knowledge and interests in popular culture to engage in literacy practices within a school setting 

(Ranker, 2008b). 
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While the notion of an “authentic” youth voice has been criticized as fantasy (Fleetwood, 

2005), the question of how multiple voices come together within collaborative media production 

is worth pursuing, particularly in the ways it shapes narrative structure, social relationships, and 

story as it moves from the medium of the page to the screen. If technology allows us to “power 

up” language, to amplify and expand its potential for meaning making (Gee & Hayes, 2011), 

thoughtful integration of technology within a school-based compositional space, such as a 

writing workshop, allows amplification and expansion of literate ways of being (Husbye, 

Buchholz, Coggin, Wessel Powell, & Wohlwend, 2012; Husbye & Vander Zanden, 2015), 

expanding the pathways along which voice can be created. When collaborative media creation 

occurs in such spaces, the trajectories of literate identity development for individual children will 

not necessarily occur in complementary ways. Rather, they develop in accordance to the 

students’ own interests through material practices, conceptual practices, and the production of 

knowledge (Dezuanni, 2014), foregrounding the necessity of negotiation in the production of 

multi-tiered multimodal texts such as film.  

Methods 

This article draws from a larger project about media production over the course of the 

2010-2011 school year at a public charter K-8 charter school in the Midwestern United States. A 

feature of this public school was a daily elective course, during which students would self-select 

to work with community members in educational experiences around diverse topics, such as 

knitting, game making, and drama. I led three cycles of a filmmaking course titled Lights, 

Camera, Action (LCA). Students in grades kindergarten through eight chose to work with me 

over these three cycles; the data forming the basis for this article comes from the second cycle of 

production, within which I worked with nine students over the course of six weeks to produce a 
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single collaborative film, serving as the basis for this case study. The participating students were 

majority female (n = 7) and represented first through eighth grades. Salient biographical 

information for each of the participating nine students can be found in Table 1. The students and 

I met for 45 minutes four days a week, for a total of 24 sessions. Data for this project included 

audio- and video-recordings of each class session. Student artifacts included, but were not 

limited to script drafts, props designed for the film, and media journals, both the raw footage of 

the final student film as well as final product, and researcher field notes. 

Table 1.  

Characteristics of Participants. (Note: All names are pseudonyms.)   

Participant 
Name 

Gender  Grade  Characteristics  

 
Maizie 

 
F 

 
1 

 
Maizie was primarily interested in the acting 
potential of the filming process. Within the 
classroom, she was often seen engaged in dramatic 
play; within LCA, she was often quiet throughout 
discussion but played the part of the dog, Chili. 
 

Corey M 1 Fascinated by all things technological, his mother felt 
LCA would provide him with valuable experiences 
using technology to produce rather than “play.” 
Corey has a behavior plan in place and would 
sometimes need to leave the LCA space in order to 
regroup when off-task. 
 

Benny M 1 Benny was social and vocal about his ideas for the 
film. He also had the most experience making film of 
the students in this cycle of LCA. While on a week 
long vacation with his parents in California, Benny 
produced a five-minute film about his trip to the 
boardwalk. It is additionally important to note that all 
three first grade students had experienced a 
filmmaking unit within their writing workshop time; 
Benny, however, had experiences working with film 
prior to this instructional unit. 
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Kennedy F 3 Kennedy had a marked interest in popular culture. 
Kennedy also received a myriad of services from the 
school, often removing her from the LCA space. 
 

Heather F 3 Heather was the only African American student in 
this cycle of LCA, She was most interested in the 
background workings of the film production, often 
recording new ideas as they arose and creating props 
for the film, such as a reward poster. Despite this, she 
eventually was persuaded to take on the role of Mrs. 
Ryan in the film. 
 

Kathleen F 6 Kathleen was also hesitant to act in front of the 
camera. Initially, she was most interested in being a 
cameraperson and to work on props, but was also 
persuaded to take on the role of Barbie, one of the 
two villains in the film. Kathleen had a complicated 
relationship with popular culture.  
 

Jackie F 7 Jackie was a late addition to LCA, joining the 
production team at the end of the first week. Jackie 
was loosely connected to Meg and Bobbi Jo, though 
her relationship with the duo was not as cohesive. 
She often “took care” of Corey in moments he was 
having difficulty focusing and engaged in a similar 
pattern of caregiving with Maizie. 
 

Bobbi Jo F 8 Bobbi Jo was Meg’s best friend as well as a vocal 
part of the production team. Bobbi Jo established that 
she wanted to work as a writer as well as an actress in 
the production process, resulting in her drafting of 
the story that would become the basis for the film, 
The Misadventures of Chili. 
 

Meg F 8 Meg came to the first session with bright pink hair; 
despite her outward appearance, Meg was a quiet 
student. After the first session, one of the classroom 
teachers told me to not expect much talk from her; 
“she told me that she had Meg in her previous 
elective class and she had not spoken once” Despite 
this, Meg was an active participant in the filming 
process. 
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Video of the class sessions was analyzed utilizing recursive video analysis techniques 

(Erickson, 2006), allowing for the creation of a larger index of participant activity and notable 

elements within each video clip across the project as a whole. This index allowed for the 

identification of significant events within each case for further analysis; the focal event presented 

in this article is one such significant event. Drawing upon studies of classroom language 

(Bloome, Power-Carter, Christian, Otto, & Shuart-Faris, 2005), talk during this focal interaction 

was transcribed and coded for themes relating to (1) the authorial work the talk accomplished in 

relationship to the script and (2) how the talk positioned both the individual speaking as well as 

others in the production team. This analysis of the script was triangulated (Mathison, 1988) with 

additional sources of data, including other conversations, student artifacts, and video footage to 

illuminate the complexity of the focal interaction as we collectively attempted to construct a 

multimodal text within a historically print-centric space. 

While our ultimate goal was the production of a film, this cycle of LCA utilized a 

pedagogical approach that emphasized traditional language skills, particularly the writing of the 

script, and the mastery of the technical equipment required to participate in filmmaking (Black, 

2000) before moving into filming and, ultimately, revealing our production to an audience. Up to 

this point in our production process, we had collectively created a loose network of ideas we 

would have liked to see in the story, primarily that it would be of the mystery genre and involve 

a golden chili dog. After an attempt to produce a script in the large group proved both inefficient 

and ineffectual, Bobbi Jo, Meg, and Benny volunteered to write a script that would then be 

presented to the group as a whole. Benny, a vocal member of the production team, was absent 

during the three days of writing, having left abruptly for a family vacation, leaving Bobbi Jo and 

Meg to write alone.  
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The following section is structured as a narrative of the session within which the finalized 

story, produced primarily by Bobbi Jo, is shared with the group as a whole. The dialogue lasted 

approximately thirty-five minutes. The narrative form offered a kind of “thick description” 

(Geertz, 1973) inaccessible in a transcript. This conversation occurred on a Thursday during the 

second week of LCA; all students were present in the session, including Benny, this being his 

first meeting back after having been gone.  

Findings 

Focal interaction. As the other students found their way to the LCA space, sitting in a 

haphazard circle on the floor, Benny was anxious: “Can you just tell us our story,” he asked, 

rocking in his chair. I told him to “hold on” and continued welcoming students to LCA. An 

announcement over the loud speaker diverted our attention for a moment as Kathleen asked to 

call her mom in the front office. As Kathleen walked away to the office, I set the agenda for 

today’s meeting. 

            “I’m going to read over the story and we’re going to talk about it to see what we need to 

add. If there’s things to add or things we need to take apart, away,” I told the students, explaining 

that “this is part of what moviemakers do: the writer writes and then the people get together and 

talk about things.” Heather positioned herself next to me, a notebook in hand to assist with note 

taking as we talked through the story. Another announcement came across on the loudspeaker. 

            After a brief round of talk establishing that the loudspeaker had summoned none of us, I 

read the title of her story aloud, The Chili Dog. Bobbi Jo quickly remarked the title could be 

modified, as she “didn’t really put any thought into the title anyways.” As I asked Heather to add 

the title to our list of things to pay attention to, Benny inquired, “What’s it called?” As I helped 

Heather create a list in her notebook, I was unable to respond, and Benny repeated himself, more 
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exasperated this time: “WHAT’S IT CALLED?” I responded to his inquiry, which he returned 

with another question, “Is it about a dog?” I was, once again, helping Heather with her spelling, 

and Benny repeated his question, “Dog?” The sound level in the classroom increased as the 

students in the games elective class we shared space with prepared to leave for the park; I told 

Benny we would find out but wanted to wait until the games class leaves, providing a quieter 

atmosphere for our conversation. 

            Once the games class left the classroom, I began reading the story aloud, pausing when 

Kennedy joined the group. I asked her to find a spot with us on the floor and told her that we 

were listening to the story for the movie. Benny piped in, “This is nothing like the one we were 

talking about” before I continued reading the story. The story was quite long and the students 

listened attentively, fidgeting with shoelaces and backpack straps. 

            Once I finished reading, Benny declared, “That was very bad. That was nothing like I 

thought it would be,” which was then extended by Kennedy, who added, “Me either, I hate that.” 

I was uncomfortable with the choice of the word hate, ever the elementary teacher, and 

attempted to slow students down. Kennedy, sensing this, replied with a compliment. I demanded 

a compliment from Benny, who continued rocking in his chair, his arms crossed and his head 

shaking. Kennedy offered another, but Benny stayed firm in his position: “I don’t really have a 

good thing.” I paused and moved on. 

            “There’s no action, there’s…” Benny trailed off. I took up Benny’s notion and attempted 

to open conversation about action within the story, turning to Bobbi Jo to discuss where she saw 

action within the film. Her face scrunched as she pondered the question for a moment, replying, 

“When you, when you say action you mean like…” Benny was asked to clarify what he meant 

by action, to which he replied, “There’s like nothing that booms. It’s just like, hello, blah, blah, 
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blah. There’s not like…” He threw his hands up in the air and they dropped back to his sides, 

panting as though he had just been transitioning into karate moves: “Hi-ya! Hot-cha! It’s just...” 

His shoulders slouched and he mumbled, commenting on his perception of the film as boring. I 

rephrased his insights, to which he exclaimed, “And there’s no comedy!”  

 Rather than pursue this new line of inquiry about the inclusion of comedy in the story, I 

attempted to focus the discussion on elements of action within the story. I asked Bobbi Jo where 

she saw action happening in the story and, rather than identifying a particular event in the story, 

she stated there was “a little bit” of action. It was Meg who offered the instance of Barbie being 

hit with the car as an example of action; Bobbi Jo stated that we, as a group, could add more to 

the story. I attempted to clarify a goal for the group to work on: “…perhaps that part at the end 

where it seems like there could be a lot of action where Chili gets stolen, that seems like there 

could be a lot more action.”  

 Benny, when asked what he would do to help improve the story in terms of action, 

replied that he would “put a little comedy in it and I’d put everyone who wants to be in it 

because the only characters there are, um, is that teacher and the dog and the girl.” We, 

collectively, began to list off the characters within the story and students began calling characters 

they wanted to play. Kennedy wanted to be Barbie while Benny introduced the character of Baby 

Godzilla, “who can be the one who steals Chili.” I unsuccessfully attempted to help Benny think 

through how Baby Godzilla would fit within the film, again exclaiming “that was nothing like 

we were thinking of!”  

 Kennedy made a bid for the role of Barbie, following almost immediately with a 

compliment to Bobbi Jo: “she put her best into this story.” After ensuring her compliment had 

been received, she continued her campaign for the role of Barbie, continuing, “Yeah, she was 
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thinking a lot about Barbie and what she looked like, didn’t you?” Bobbi Jo was prompted for 

her insight, and she revealed that she envisioned Meg playing the role. Kennedy was shocked, 

her mouth askew as she loudly asked, “What? You didn’t want me to be Barbie?!” Her voice was 

exasperated; her attempts at gaining access to the role of Barbie had not been taken up.  

 The reason for selecting Meg over the other students in LCA, according to Bobbi Jo, was 

that her dog, Delilah, knew her and would work more easily with her during filming than with 

the other students. Jackie chimed in that Delilah may freak out, to which Bobbi Jo insisted she 

would not. I reiterated that I was unconvinced we will be able to have the dog at school while 

filming, as Benny responded once again that this was nothing like the story he knew. He moved 

closer to the microphone, stating, “I hate that story.” Kennedy and Benny then engaged in a 

small side conversation wherein Kennedy asked what Benny hated about the story; Benny 

replied there was nothing about the story he liked, to which an unidentified student chimed in, 

“Except for the chili dogs!” Kennedy hesitated for a moment before asking, “Even me?” “Yes,” 

Benny affirmed.  

 I attempted to reframe the conversation to focus on the ways we could work with the 

story as it was and improve upon it, but Benny remained unconvinced. The attempt, however, 

was taken up by Kennedy, who asked, “What are we going to do?” With this, I asked the 

students to talk with me about the reasons behind the action within the story. Chili was stolen, 

but there was little insight as to why she would be, a piece that definitely needed to be developed 

in order to move forward. Kennedy, after clarifying who the thief was, asserted the thief “wants 

to wrap him up in a little blanket and put him in his little cage.” Bobbi Jo, having raised her 

hand, offered up the notion of a reward, adding, “I think I forgot to put that in there [the story].” 
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Kennedy then agreed with Bobbi Jo, first asking permission to agree with her and then retelling 

the notion of a reward.  

 Benny’s earlier point about there not being enough roles for the students (who now 

wanted to act), as well as a concern for more comedic possibilities within the story, set the stage 

for the topic of introducing an accomplice. I did this through the notion of a pair of thieves, using 

the Pokémon franchise as an example. “Goosebumps!” Kathleen volunteered, identifying the 

common characteristic of two or more children being featured as protagonists in the stories.  

 Meg had also been thinking about the notion of comedy in the film, raising her hand to 

contribute the idea to have Barbie, the villain, fall occasionally, possibly when running. It would 

be “hilarious,” Meg told the group. Conversation briefly tumbled into chaos as Corey, Heaven, 

and Kennedy begin playing with the research microphone. I redirected them to spaces away from 

the microphone and we moved into talking about ways to increase the length of the story.  

 “Why do we need to do that,” Corey asked, and I replied that we would “have more of a 

plot, which is what Benny was talking about.” “Right,” Benny chimed in, and we began to think 

of ways to elongate the story, paying particular attention to the action within the story. Benny 

offered up various ways to bring in comedic action:  

I've-I've got some funny ways. It's like they walk into a room and they try to get the dog 

except it bites their hand and then it barks and then she wakes up. Then they try and they 

trip on a ball and she bangs on, they bang on the floor and then she wakes up. And then 

she sets some traps, like, when they open the door, a water balloon is thrown at them. 

I mentioned the idea of tripping on a dog toy, thinking this would be the least challenging to 

capture on video given our limited budget and time, and called on Jackie, who had her hand 

raised. She inquired about asking Miss Patty, the school principal, about a space to premiere the 
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film. Her question elicited a smattering of questions: Corey inquired about costumes, Kathleen 

asked about props, and Heather desired a cough drop.  

 After providing responses to Jackie, Kathleen, and Corey and sending Heather to the 

school nurse to obtain a cough drop, we returned to the idea of action in our film. Kennedy 

offered up a funny scene involving a witch and fireballs. She seemed to catch herself midway 

through her response, pausing and exclaiming, “Wait, wait! I can rephrase that!” I inquired if the 

witch was from a different story, referencing genre, and she asked for more time.  

 Bobbi Jo mentioned the idea of the characters running into a light pole. “Like Willy the 

Wimp,” Kathleen piped up. Willy the Wimp, a book by Anthony Browne (2002), provided a 

common source for the students to talk with one another as they shared favorite moments in the 

book. “So do we want to put something like that in there?” I asked. Students agreed and 

Kennedy excitedly raised her hand. She had had time to think.  

 “Barbie can come back and they're sleeping and they wake up and when we knocks on 

the door, there's water balloons thrown at them and…” Benny interjected, recognizing portions 

of his own suggestion in Kennedy’s suggestion, but Kennedy continued. “And then they run and 

they see the golden retriever dog and then they run into a pole and then they get it. That's all, 

that's all I can say.”  

 As a group, we checked in on the time and realized we were close to through with our 

time for that class session. As the students prepared to leave the classroom, I quickly listed off 

some of the ideas we had talked about in the session and that I looked forward to seeing them in 

the next session.  
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A Multiplicity of Voices 

 I left this meeting feeling uneasy, a physical reaction to the tensions made manifest 

through the debate that had ensued over the script. The work of Nicholas Burbules (1993) is 

helpful in conceptualizing debate as genre. Debate, for Burbules, is a dialogue that avoids a final, 

common agreement that emphasizes individual perspectives and the evidence that reifies those 

perspectives. An additional element of Burbules’ notion of debate as a dialogue genre is the ways 

in which one defends their own position while building an understanding of alternative 

perspectives; it is an element that is often omitted in the spirit of “winning” an argument. “When 

the desire to ‘win’ the argument becomes exaggerated enough to interfere with these aims,” he 

writes, “it is that desire that should be questioned, not the vitality and spirit of the game” 

(Burbules, 1993, p. 120). 

 That the dialogue was a debate created a larger problem: in the midst of producing a film, 

conclusive decisions needed to be made. Debate, rather than coming to a singular conclusion, 

resulted in a multitude of personal conclusions. These personal conclusions were the moorings 

against which our tensions strained. Bakhtin provides insight into the ways in which dialogue 

becomes ontology for living: “two voices is the minimum for life, the minimum for existence” 

(1973, p. 213). His focus on multiple voices is helpful in the ways it reframes the utterance, “the 

link of chain in communication” (Bakhtin, 1986, p. 84) within “the co-existence of socio-

ideological contradictions between the present and the past, between different epochs of the past, 

between tendencies, schools, circles and so forth” (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 291). Bahktin (1981) refers 

to the ways interwoven and sometimes overlapping discourses engage one another within 

dialogue as heteroglossia; inherent within heteroglossia is tension, making it a useful concept 

within which to root an analysis of the focal interaction.  
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Whose Story Is It, Anyway?  

Digital literacy, as Merchant (2007) conceives of it, emphasizes the ways in which the 

written word still maintains a central position of power in meaning making, even within 

multimodal text production. The centrality of the written word was particularly salient during the 

first round of LCA and the production of The Misadventures of Chili. The project had been 

designed to allow for multiple forms of participation, valuing a spectrum of ways to demonstrate 

literacy. I had stated such in a research memo written before the beginning of LCA sessions:  

One of my goals during this process is to really think about ways to challenge the 

methodology of film making: first you do this, then you do this. I’m thinking about it in 

the same way that I think about writing, especially my own writing process. I don’t 

follow a particular method, a particular formula when I write, so I can’t convince myself 

that there isn’t room to play in film. Additionally, I can’t help but think that opening the 

process to play will give kids opportunities to be involved in the aspects of filmmaking 

that appeal to them: students who think of themselves as writers can write, those who like 

technology can run cameras, and those who enjoy making things can work with props. 

Not exhaustive, but would it not lead to higher rates of participation and ownership? 

(Research Memo, April 7, 2011). 

 
Leaving that space that particular day, in addition to having examined conversations in close 

detail, I, as the educative adult in the space, realized I was very much at odds with my own goals, 

particularly as I privileged writing within this initial project rather than the “ability to work 

across text, image, sound, and moving image” (Sefton-Green & Parker, 2000).  

 As I privileged writing as the primary mode of making meaning in the space, I also 

privileged the writer as literate individual, endowing them with social affordances such as 
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guaranteed judgment on the feedback being given. Throughout the transcript, I connected Bobbi 

Jo to the identity of writer explicitly:  

Benny: There's no action.  

Author: Okay, so let's think about where... Benny, Benny's 

bringing our attention to the action. 

Benny: There's no action or comedy or anything like that. 

Kennedy: There's no iCarly or [inaudible]. 

Author: Hold on, hold on. Hold on. Now, let's look at the action 

first. In the first part, where does the action occur in the 

story right now. 

Benny: No action.  

Author: Bobbi Jo, you're the writer, so you tell me where you see 

the action coming in. 

Author: (5s) Okay. 

Bobbi Jo:  (to Author) When you, when you say action you mean 

like 

Author:  Yeah, like... Benny, could you talk a little more about 

that? What do you mean when you say action? 

Within this interaction, I labeled Bobbi Jo as writer and furthered her position as such by asking 

her to explain where she saw the action occurring in the script. Doing this further solidified her 

positioning as the expert, as it assumed there were inner workings to the script that we, as the 

audience, were not privy to and needed Bobbi Jo, as the writer, to illuminate for us.  
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Benny identified a viable flaw in the script: there was no coherent action sequence to 

move the story forward. It was a challenge leveraged not at Bobbi Jo but the script itself; yet I 

positioned Bobbi Jo as needing protection, as something of a fragile child writer, which she took 

up as an identity throughout the conversation as she turned to me as the conduit through which 

Benny was asked questions. Put another way, Benny asked the questions directly to the script; 

Bobbi Jo’s questions for Benny were filtered through me. The notion of the fragile child writer 

was furthered in my field notes:  

Bobbi Jo finished the script today, which is a large relief. I don’t know how much longer 

we would be able to stall as the rest of the students are becoming more and more 

proficient with the technology equipment and there’s little more I’ll be able to teach 

them. The story itself is pretty basic, but she worked diligently on it. I hope the other 

students are kind when we read it aloud tomorrow. (March 25, 2011).  

 
My primary concern became the protection of Bobbi Jo as a writer rather than the improvement 

of the story itself, a proposition Benny rejected as he attempted to reconfigure the script to 

include ideas posed by other members of the group.  

 As mentioned in the narrative of the focal interaction, Benny had been absent from LCA 

while the story was being constructed, a story he had hoped to assist in writing. With Benny 

away, there was also an absence of outside voices to create a story that was less Bobbi Jo’s and 

more representative of the group. I, enamored with the idea of a story coming from the students, 

did little monitoring of the story composition over the course of those three days. Meg was 

present with Bobbi Jo as the story was being written, but provided little to no feedback to Bobbi 

Jo throughout the process. Screen captures of both computers the girls worked on revealed that 

all writing was done on Bobbi Jo’s computer while audio captured the discussion between the 
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two girls as the story was written. There was surprisingly little conversation as Bobbi Jo wrote, 

and the majority of dialogue is represented as such:  

Bobbi Jo:  I think, I think I’m going to have her run into a car door. 

Yeah?   

Meg:  Yeah, that works. It’s your story.  

Bobbi Jo:  Yeah, yeah, that does work.   (March 24, 2011) 

Meg kindly volunteered to assist with the writing process, having declared earlier she was only 

interested in directing, though it is possible to imagine such a move was simply a result of Meg 

and Bobbi Jo’s friendship. While we had collectively brainstormed for the story, that collective 

thinking was represented in that initial draft in only superficial ways: the story remained a 

mystery, though it centered on the disappearance of a dog, not the chili dog made of gold. Not a 

single character went missing. As Meg noted in the snippet of transcript above, “It’s your [Bobbi 

Jo’s] story.”  

 Benny’s return to the LCA space also marked the return of his voice to the production 

space. A student considered academically strong in his classroom, Benny had no qualms taking 

the script to task for its shortcomings:  

Benny: That was very bad. That was nothing like I thought it 

would be.] 

Kennedy: [Me either. I hate that. 

Author: Whoa, whoa, whoa. 

Kennedy: But there was something that I liked. It was when Barbie 

fell to the g-door. 

Author: When Barbie fell to the door? 
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Kennedy: Yeah, I wanted to be... 

Author: Benny, I want to hear one good thing about this story 

right now because Bobbi Jo put a lot of hard work into it 

for us. 

Kennedy: It was awesome. I like your handwriting. 

Benny: I don't really have a good thing. 

Author: (5s) Okay. 

Benny was engaged in exactly what I said we would be doing: improving the script for filming. 

Though his language in this moment struck me as harsh, the context was not fully supportive of 

such work. It was an instance of Benny “[knowing] what the context calls for [in combination 

with] the conversational competence to speak appropriately, but [choosing] not to” (Tobin, 1995, 

p. 246), as he fully rejected my attempts to continue protecting Bobbi Jo with a simple “I don’t 

really have a good thing.”  

This is Supposed to be Film, Right?   

Beyond Bobbi Jo, Benny, and me, Kennedy was also a verbal participant in the 

conversation, though I would like to save her comments for later analysis in this article and 

return to the larger question about modalities posed previously. After leaving LCA, I found 

myself at my kitchen table with the story on my laptop screen and a list of suggestions generated 

over the course of the conversation, including more action, more roles for actors, and the 

inclusion of Godzilla and possibly Spiderman. I stared at the list until the words grew blurry as I 

contemplated the script and the choices available to us as we moved forward with our film. The 

script was not ready for filming and time was fleeting. Could we spend more time collaboratively 

rewriting the script, given that the previous attempt ended without much success? Could I bring 
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myself to rewrite the script, incorporating the feedback from the students? I suddenly understood 

very well why Karen Orr Vered (2008) was unable to find student-written films in her study of 

media consumption and production in after-school care facilities in Australia.  

In the end, I rewrote the story, crouched over my laptop as I listened to that day’s 

conversation again and again, attempting to attend to the suggestions made by students as much 

as possible. Over the course of the night and the following morning, I made changes to the story, 

maintaining as much of the original plot and narrative elements as I possibly could while 

expanding the story to include as many student concerns as possible. I even managed to work in 

Spiderman and Godzilla, who appear in the film through the use of a dream sequence. It was a 

painful process to work through and over Bobbi Jo’s story, but it was necessary given our time 

constraints. I assert the rewriting of the script was necessary at that particular moment as I 

hypothesized another round of collaborative rewriting would cause the remaining enthusiasm for 

filmmaking to evaporate. Additionally, as a researcher, I was more interested in what the 

students would be producing with the technology in their hands. Rewriting, I reasoned, would 

replicate to a large extent writer’s workshop practices already happening in their classrooms. In 

order to prioritize filmmaking, I would need to take on the rewriting of the story, turning it into a 

script. A representative comparison between Bobbi Jo’s original story and my reworking of it are 

found in Table 2.  

Returning to the Scene  

 Meg. Meg changed her hair color seven times throughout the course of our six weeks 

together, selecting loud, vibrant pinks, purples, and blues to streak her blonde hair. Despite the 

volume of her color choices, Meg was a reserved student, more often quiet than not. She was so 

quiet that the instructor of her previous Flow session informed me that Meg didn’t talk once 
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throughout the entire Flow class and that I shouldn’t expect much from her over the next six 

weeks. (Field Notes, April 12, 2011) 

Meg and I had an easy rapport; her ever-changing hair colors did entertain me and she 

enjoyed small jokes about my baldness. Though my knowing her mother, I’m sure, furthered our 

relationship, this Flow class was the first time we had met. This is not to assume the teacher 

whose warning is above did not have a relationship with Meg; I can only provide insight on my 

own relationship with her.  
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Table 2. 

 Comparison of Original Manuscript and Revised Script.  

 
Original Manuscript Revised Script 
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 With this in mind, it could be surprising Meg spoke at all at the meeting, 

particularly as it is of her own volition and during a particularly heated moment in the 

discussion. However, just as with Corey, Meg found ways to engage in the process of the 

film that would not be represented on a transcript.   

 As students selected jobs they would be interested in throughout the project, Meg 

automatically wanted to be a director. On one level, this preference makes sense as it 

keeps her out of the view of camera; on another level, it seems as though it would be a 

the opposite of what she would want as a job due to the increased levels of needing to 

provide guidance to the actors and actresses, as well as the individuals working the 

cameras. It was fascinating to see her take on the role in a characteristically quiet, yet 

intense, manner.  

 Early in the project, the entire group worked to think about other media sources 

we might use as a mentor text, eventually coming to the conclusion the television series 

Goosebumps (Levitan, 1995) might be a place to begin. Two days after this conversation, 

Meg arrived at the LCA classroom and removed a DVD copy of Goosebumps: Scary 

House (Levitan & Fruet, 1997) from her bag. “I watched it last night,” she told me, “and I 

think the second one would be good ‘cause it’s a mystery like the one we’re going to 

make” (Field Notes, April 22, 2012). Though Meg was not present the day we watched 

the film together, the seriousness with which she took her position as director is evident 

in her research outside of the LCA space. Not even Bobbi Jo worked on the story outside 

of school.  

 This is not to say Meg was an ideal director; there were often moments within 

which I needed to step in and assist in moving talent and crew to their places before a 
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scene could be shot. There were also moments in which Meg’s quiet ways were just as 

effective as my flailing hands and loud voice.  

 During our last day of filming in the park, Kennedy was shooting a solo scene 

where she implored, “Why won’t my dog sit?” During the first take, Kennedy simply 

yelled: “WHY WON’T MY DOG SIT,” literally yelling the line into the camera. Rather 

than reacting verbally, Meg lifted an eyebrow, to which Kennedy responded, “Sorry, 

you’re right. Can we do that again?” Meg held up a finger and pointed to Kennedy when 

the camera was recording. Kennedy’s voice began to rise again, and the same finger 

lowered to the ground, Kennedy’s voice with it. While her directing style was quiet, she 

was able to communicate well in a variety of instances throughout production.   

 Kennedy. I had previously mentioned Kennedy’s talk within the focal interaction, 

electing to save it near the end. The reason for doing so was this: it seemed as though 

Kennedy was less interested in the film than in the social ties created through 

participation. Throughout the interaction, Kennedy discursively linked herself with a 

variety of participants in the project, as seen here:  

Benny: That was very bad. That was nothing like I thought it 

would be.] 

Kennedy:  [Me either. I hate that. 

Author: Whoa, whoa, whoa. 

Kennedy:  But there was something that I liked. It was when Barbie 

fell to the g-door. 

Author: When Barbie fell to the door? 

Kennedy: Yeah, I wanted to be... 
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Author: Benny, I want to hear one good thing about this story 

right now because Bobbi put a lot of hard work into it for 

us. 

Kennedy:  It was awesome. I like your handwriting. 

Kennedy’s engagement in flip-flopping, changing her opinion, was interesting in the way 

it highlighted an attention to contextual cues; she adapted quickly to what was happening 

around her, moving from “I hate that” in response to Benny’s comment to isolating one 

single part of the story she enjoyed, almost as though she was reading my mind; and 

ending with a compliment, even if it was a false one: the script was word processed on a 

computer. 

 Kennedy utilized a variety of access strategies (Corsaro, 1997) within the 

interaction. I am taking some liberty with the notion of access strategies, particularly 

because Corsaro’s term originated in the observation of preschool play groups and LCA 

served elementary students. The conceptual underpinnings, however, are similar: 

Kennedy engaged in a variety of strategies that would allow her to particular kinds of 

access in the making of the film, focusing her attentions on Benny, Bobbi Jo, and myself 

as we were the most vocal in a space that was protective of the script written by Bobbi Jo.  

 I mention the notion of particular kinds of access because Kennedy is savvy about 

her intentions, as she demonstrates in her lobbying for the part of Barbie:  

Kennedy: I was going to say about when we do this movie, I want 

to be Barbie because she wears all these [inaudible] and I 

want to say something to Bobbi Jo, she put her best into 

this story. 
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Author: She did. 

Kennedy: Yeah. 

Author: And she gave it a lot of work so] 

Kennedy: [Yeah, she was thinking a lot about Barbie and what she 

looked like, didn't you? 

Bobbi Jo: Yeah, kind of. (laughs) 

Author: Okay, Bobbi Jo, what are you thinking, you're the writer. 

Bobbi Jo: Well the only reason like I like wanted Meg or Megan to 

be Barbie because, well, if we were to use, like, I don't 

know, never mind... 

Kennedy:  What? You didn’t want me to be Barbie!? 

In this instance, Kennedy began with her desire, moved onto a flattering compliment 

mirroring my own earlier words, and made a sell, drawing attention to her physical 

similarity to Barbie. She was obviously upset that Bobbi Jo had not considered her a 

natural candidate to play Barbie, highlighting the sense of the role she coveted existing 

within a protected space she must gain access to.   

 Ultimately, Kennedy played the part of Carly (of “iCarly” fame) and continued to 

attempt to build social relationships through a variety of strategies, including hyper-

compliments, such as the compliment about Bobbi Jo’s handwriting on the printed story 

copy, and effusive apologies.  

Lessons Learned, Directions Forward 

In the end, the film premiered to an enthusiastic audience, a relief after six weeks 

of fretting over production schedules and pedagogical decisions that were, I was sure, 
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destroying both my reputation as a teacher as well as my larger study. While schedules 

are a way of life, the decisions made throughout the process of production do, as I stated 

in the opening paragraphs of this article, act as a morality tale (Paley, 1989), the tricky, 

tension-filled space of engaging in multiliteracies work in ways that are truly multimodal 

through close examination of children’s talk in addition to other available channels of 

communication.  

 “Collaboration,” Stack (2009) writes, “should not necessarily be consensus, but 

the willingness of participants to look at the contradictions and disagreements they have 

with each other but are also contained in the videos they produce” (p.315). The purpose 

of this article has not been to highlight ways educators can avoid these tricky, tension-

filled spaces but rather to highlight the ways they might be made productive, drawing 

upon the multiple voices present in collaborative work, the networks of power relations 

we become enmeshed within, and the social system within which we produce not only 

media, but also relationships. The multiple voices highlighted within the focal interaction 

sought to improve the script through specific feedback, allowing for a variety of 

perspectives to be present within the conversation. While the debate over the script failed 

to produce a final product within the focal conversation, the ensuing discussions allowed 

me to identify and bridge multiple seemingly conflicting notions about the narrative, 

weaving them together in a cohesive script that incorporated the majority of ideas 

presented, making the script more representative of the desires and wishes of the 

production team as a whole. While such work with the script could be done over the 

course of several days, I made the conscious decision to rewrite the script in order to 

focus on the act of filmmaking. It could be argued such action diminished the ownership 
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of the script on behalf of the students; I would argue I made revisions to the script in 

ways that were dialogic in nature, weaving together the interests and desires of the 

students within the final product.  

 Furthermore, by following the lockstep production process of film, I created a 

schism in my own work as both an educator and researcher, privileging the written and 

spoken word as ways of making meaning. It seems that work such as film would provide 

students a variety of ways to convey meaning, whether it be through drawings, gesture, or 

movement, though these channels of communication were not viewed in ways that 

empowered students within this experience. Rather, a power structure benefitting students 

who excelled at traditional forms of literacy was established, creating tensions that 

reinforced notions of silence as nonparticipation (Flewitt, 2006). It was only later while 

analyzing the larger body of data that the connections between multimodal pathways of 

communication allowed for an expanded understanding of participation in the production 

process.  

 Lastly, Kennedy’s experiences as a member of the production team serve as a 

reminder that collaborative media production is always situated within a network of 

relationships, both within the peer group as well as between teacher and student (Stack, 

2009). Within the peer group, Kennedy attempted to gain access to protected spaces 

within the production, particularly in relationship to a particular role, which can be read 

as attempts to lay claim to the production itself. Additionally, careful attention to my own 

interactions with and positioning of the students highlights the difficulty inherent in 

fostering collegial relationships with students that benefit media production (Chavez & 
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Soep, 2005), especially when such relationships, while beneficial for media production, 

may result in hurt feelings.  

Additionally, in this article, I have attempted to avoid an analysis of the final 

product; rather, I locate my analysis in the process of production these students were 

engaged in. Research into the complex work of digital media production needs to extend 

beyond the analysis of the final product to illuminate the ways in which technology adds 

a particular kind of complexity to the already complex project of text production. More 

specific analysis examining the differences and contradictions in individual participants 

working in collaborative media production and the ways those differences and 

contradictions manifest themselves in final products would further illuminate these 

tensions and the ways they can be made productive.   
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